
H a l o I R ™  
Breathe & Detox Suite 5-Sensory Experience

Introducing the new HaloIR™  

The HaloIR™ is the first sauna to offer a synergistic combination 

of Infrared Saunas (manufactured by Clearlight Infrared) and 

Halotherapy (provided by Halotherapy Solutions, LLC). It was 

created to engage all 5 senses for a truly transformative 

experience. TASTE the salty air, SMELL the essential oil, custom 

blended for our HaloIR™ customers, FEEL the warmth of the 

infrared heat as it envelops your body, HEAR the soothing voice 

of KSARA professional guided meditation, and SEE the changing 

lights of the medical grade chromatherapy light waves.  

With thoughtful design, driven to support an elevated wellness 

experience, the HaloIR™, is a custom-built sauna integrated 

with the HaloGX™ halogenerator to maximize the efficacy of 

both modalities. This is the first-ever joint product development 

between the InfraRed industry and the Halotherapy industry to 

maximize both modalities.   

4-in-1 product 

The combination of InfraRed and Halotherapy in one unit allows wellness facility owners to better maximize 

their space and provide more options within one product offering. A true 4-in-1 product, options include: 

Halotherapy, Heated Halotherapy, Halotherapy with InfraRed or just Infrared.

ABOUT HALOTHERAPY SOLUTIONS

Halotherapy Solutions is the leading provider of Dry Salt Therapy (also referred to as Halotherapy) products 

and services globally. Halotherapy Solutions, and our distributors, o"er the widest variety of Halotherapy 

equipment ( HALOIR™, VITALITY BOOTH™, HALOBED™, HALO™ Booths, HALO™ Cabins, Halogenerators), Consult-
ing Services and Salt Décor products. Our company also has an exclusive worldwide distributor relationship with 
the best designed/functional and highest quality Halotherapy manufacturer in the world.

Contact info@halotherapysolutions.com  or 1-833-200-4209 for further information.
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Contact info@halotherapysolutions.com  or 1-833-200-4209 for further information.

HaloIR™ Features:  

• Available in:

◦ 1-Person - 425lbs
Exterior - width 47", depth 48", height 77” / Interior - width 42", depth 45", height 74"

◦ 2-Person - 650 lbs
            Exterior -width 52”, depth 48”, height 77”/ Interior- width 47”, depth 44” height 74”

◦  3-Person - 840 lbs
             Exterior -width 71”, depth 48”, height 77”/ Interior- width 66”, depth 45” height 74”

◦  4-Person / ADA Compliant
             Exterior - width 76.5", depth 64.5", height 85.5", door width 36” / Interior - width 71",

  depth 61", height 81", bench 34.5" x 22" x 19” Ramp - width 28", elevated height 
  2.25", bottom height 1", slope 1.12”

• Easy installation (normally 90 minutes)

• 20, 30 and 45 -minute protocols included

• HaloProtectant (TM) feature to ensure there is no salt corrosion on the infrared
components, with sensitivity to the lifespan of each unit

• HaloGX PRO Included

• Medical Grade Chromatherapy Included

• Bluetooth Audio system with KSARA Guided Meditation

• ELF shielding with the lowest ELF levels in the industry

• Comprehensive training manual

• Aromatherapy Holder along with custom blend essential oil

• Flawless “furniture grade” cabinetry with 8mm thick glass front 

• 5-year warranty on booth and halogenerator
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